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MyCalcApp is a spectacular new calculator. It brings new dimensions to day to day 

hand held computing. It has some really clever features and one more big thing: units 

of measurement. Not just like a converter has. As you key in your computation you 

include the units of measures and MyCalcApp will do all conversions automatically. 

Yes, there are other products that can do conversions and calculations at the same 

time but not without using large backend servers (Wolfram Alfa) and not this easy to 

use or this inexpensive ($1.99). The first few days of its existence it was downloaded 

8000 times and that was the Dutch language version only. Today the default version 

is in English for all of us to enjoy.  

 

THE BASIC FEATURES 
All basic operations and math function stuff work as expected. MyCalcApp works in 

portrait mode and in landscape mode, on iOS and Android. It works well on iPad and 

Android tablets also. It has a simple mode (power mode) and a complex mode (super 

power mode). The switching of modes is animated and if you look closely, as the 

keys move to their new position you get a glimpse of the inside of your device. On 

Android the animation is a little sluggish. The complex mode makes the keys smaller 

on a smartphone which takes some getting used to. The manual is extensive with 

many examples and because it is a PDF, easily downloaded to your reader.  

http://www.muiswerk.nl/mra/en/manualmra.pdf.  

  



 

THE ONE MORE BIG THING 
In super power mode you get an extra set of keys, nicely positioned 

between digit keys and operator keys. The extra keys hold the units of 

measurement for distance, area, volume, mass, time, speed, density 

and acceleration. For distance the unit is set to meters but if you press 

and hold, a menu pops up and it can be changed to just about any other 

unit of distance: millimeters, yards, miles. 

 

 

 

How much sand do you buy for your sandbox that is 2 yards long 2.5 foot wide and 

1.5 foot high? Just type it in ... 2 yard (long press the distance key to switch to yards) 

x 2.5 foot  x 1.5 foot = 637 liters of sand. All conversions happen automatically. How 

much does the sand weigh (can my truck handle it)? Just multiply by the density of 

dry sand (it has the density of most fluids, metals and minerals built in) and you get 

1020 kg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some more examples (just hit the keys). 

 
  



CLEVER FEATURES 
Even in simple mode MyCalcApp shows some interesting innovations. What 

happened to the memory keys? The creators left them out because: 

"Every time you needed a number you forgot to store it first, and no one used them anyway”. 

Their solution: all results are stored all the time. If you need one, just touch it on the 

scroll and it is entered into your current calculation. Reusing a result also colors it. 

That way you can see where it came from.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculators always have a % key. So you can type 120 + 12% = 134.4 instead of 

having to type 120 x 1.12. But what about when you want to remove that percentage 

from a number. So: 134.4 : 1.12 = 120. Not many people know how to do this. And 

the % key does not help since 134.4 - 12% will give you the wrong answer. 

MyCalcApp has the percent absolute key (%!) that DOES do the trick: 

134.4 - 12 %! = 120. The %! key is available in both modes. 

 

Fraction math is easy too on MyCalcApp. Divide 1 by 3 and you get 0.33. Hit the n/d 

(numerator/denominator) key and you get 1/3. Now add 1/4 and get 7/12. Convert 

back to decimals with the n/d key again to get 0.58.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

If you select one of the formulas, say the volume of a sphere, parameter keys pop up. 

One is labeled radius. Enter 6 cm, hit radius and now touch the formula key again. 

You get the result instantly: 0.9 liter. 

 

If you want to factorize a big number like 123456789, just hit the .x. key: 123456789 

= 3x3x3607x3803. 

 

Even the display format is an innovation. It shows up to two decimals and rounds off 

the remaining decimals ... unless the numbers get to small. In that case it shows all 

digits.  

 

REAL TIME CURRENCY RATES 
Because smartphones and tablets are usually connected to the internet, MyCalcApp 

takes advantage of that. If you add Euros, British Pounds and US Dollars it will get 

current rates from Google on the fly and use those as it automatically converts your 

numbers: 12 Euro + 25 GBP + 65 USD = 119.76 USD ... but only today June 9, 

2013.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
In their introduction in the manual, the creators of MyCalcApp wonder why 

calculators haven't changed over the last 40 years. I cannot answer their question but 

after trying MyCalcApp my conclusion is clear. From here on calculators will never 

be the same.  

 

App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/nl/app/mycalcapp/id627978875?l=en&mt=8 

Play Store: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nl.muiswerk.mrapp 
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